
A Windy Road with Bumps 
 
I remember waiting all summer to go to a game, adoring the players as they ran onto the field. I was so 
enthralled as I collected card after card, anticipation running through my veins in hopes I‘d finally collect 
my favourite player. This was my NRL phase, when all I cared about was National Rugby League. 
Wincing at every tackle. Celebrating every victory. Crying after every loss.  
 
Then just like that, NRL sunk further and further into the shadow of a new interest. I instead placed my 
full attention on Fortnite. After Fortnite, it was soccer. Then Harry Potter, then skating.  
 
To someone viewing these events from the outside they might have thought that I was lost like a deer in 
the headlights but I was instead travelling the path to becoming the man I am today. Every interest 
sparked something inside of me, igniting a new passion. They shaped the person that I am today.  
 
 I always found a home in these interests but after the initial thrill of the new purchases and getting 
involved in an unknown community they became dull. They became boring.  
 
So I moved on. 
 
Through the constant chopping and changing of interests, exhilaration was thrust upon me, my excitement 
brimming, overcome by the new experiences and learning opportunities that it brought. But I was never 
lost. I recall walking into my Year 4 classroom, the buzz of the students, humming like a mass of bees. 
Naturally, I gravitated towards my friends, proud as punch to share my first ever experience in my latest 
gaming phase, Fortnite. I gushed in awe and astonishment as I shared the details of my first kill and the 
heart-crushing defeat of coming second. I loved sharing my new-found knowledge, thriving on the 
interest of my peers.  
 
I never considered my change of interests to be abnormal, nor did I feel like my actions rendered me lost. 
I had never taken notice of these changes until my grandfather spoke to me with profound wisdom. In his 
quiet and hoarse voice, he questioned why I jumped between interests and hobbies as frequently as I did.  
This was a point of reflection, making me step back and review the pattern of my actions. At the tender 
age of ten years old I knew that I gravitated toward anything that interested me.  
 
Many philosophers have suggested that everything happens for a reason. If this is the case the constant 
changing of interests may have happened for a reason. They were a path, or more so a windy road with 
bumps. If someone is on the path to their destination are they lost? If I was on the path to becoming the 
man I am today, was I lost? 
 

explore 

adjective 
1. 1. 

travel through (an unfamiliar area) in order to learn about it. 



lost 

adjective 

1. 1. 
unable to find one's way; not knowing one's whereabouts. 

 
Whilst constantly changing interest I was not lost, I was exploring. I was travelling the road to becoming 
who I am today. I have never felt abandoned, or isolated like one in the bustle of a crowd would. I was 
learning. Discovering. Unconsciously building the person that I am today. 
 
One interest at a time.  
 
Through my experiences, both new and old, my feelings towards my engagement in various interests have 
remained the same. I continue to rejoice at the new learning experiences, the new opportunities. 
 
I continue to wander, even to this day. My current phase is NFL. I am exploring the world of American 
football. I find myself affianced in learning the rules and watching the game. I am unaware of when I will 
move on to another interest. I am unaware of what my next interest will be. However, I am aware that it 
will be part of the path to becoming the man I am meant to be. 
 
If it weren’t for the past interests, I would not be the Harrison Macdonald that exists today.  
 
I would not be the man I am today.  
 
I would not be me. 
 
I can pick up a footy and play a game with anyone, despite not having played it in years. I can talk about 
Fortnite with anyone despite not playing it for years. I can fix a skateboard without a second thought, 
despite not seeing one in years. The bonds I have with my past interests won’t cease to be a part of me. 
With time they will last forever. 
 
 
 


